
The racing industry was amongst the largest and most sophisticated of
leading British industries between the wars, yet was also highly conserva-

tive, and often unprofitable for its investors. Racing contributed significantly
to national economic turnover, and in turn wider British economic pressures
impacted on racing. It was cosmopolitan, with horses, owners, trainers and
jockeys coming from or going to countries across the globe, although most
especially the English-speaking world. Very large numbers were involved in
British racing as at least occasional spectators and betters. In London alone
over 500,000 copies of racing editions of evening papers were sold daily. The
industry employed full-time trainers, breeders and their employees, racecourse
employees and jockeys. Thousands of bookmakers took racing bets. Racing
also supported a wide variety of ancillary trades, including not only local 
saddlers, suppliers of racing breeches and silks, blacksmiths, farmers who 
provided forage and veterinary surgeons, but also horse photographers and
artists, jewellers who designed and made racing cups, and specialist bloodstock
insurance firms. 

With the conspicuous exception of Aintree’s hugely popular Grand National
meeting, flat racing had longer meetings, higher status, far bigger crowds and
generated far larger amounts of betting than National Hunt racing whose stee-
plechases and hurdle-jumping events, some held in winter, overlapped with flat
racing in autumn and spring. National Hunt racing was portrayed as a ‘poorer
relation’, or ‘an inferior and uncouth offshoot of the true sport’, attended by ‘the
needy and greedy’, although this was inaccurate.1 Steeplechases, the most dan-
gerous form of racing for horse and jockey, were especially popular between
December and April. Courses had to be at least 2 miles long and have at least
twelve fences, all at least 41⁄2 feet high. Hurdle races often made up half the races
at jumping meetings. Their maximum height was only 31⁄2 feet. They could still
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be hazardous since the pace was faster and inexperienced horses often tried to go
through hurdles instead of jumping. In 1928 a subsidiary type of meeting, the
Bona-Fide Hunt or Military Meeting, was introduced, giving army officers in
places like Aldershot opportunities to take part, and the 1930s became a golden
age for military steeplechasing. 

Point-to-point races, increasingly popular, were amateur steeplechases. By
the late 1930s there were nearly two hundred fixtures. Some were on circular
courses across natural country and ‘natural’ obstacles like fences, ditches and
walls rather than on formal racecourses; some had artificial ‘made’ fences. A tiny
few retained the older straight-line courses as late as the mid-1930s.2 They
relied on landowners and farmers’ goodwill and had obstacles and courses
marked with flags. Courses could be very stiff and challenging: High Peak in
1936 had a members’ race over 4 miles with thirty-six stone walls to jump. Held
annually, point-to-points were often associated with particular hunts, mostly
foxhounds, and were run to raise funds towards the end of the hunting season.
Others were military meetings, although there were also Oxbridge point-to-
points, and the Pegasus Club for judges and barristers. Most point-to-points
were raced for by both heavy and more lightweight riders, and there was often a
mixture of ‘open’ events, and others restricted to members, local farmers or
members of adjacent hunts.3 Mounts varied from farmers’ cobs to hunters and
thoroughbreds. They were local, fun events, not charging gate money: days out
for the local agricultural community. After 1928, under qualified hunters’ rules,
professional jockeys were banned. Below this level, and largely lost to history,
were the rural races at local fairs and fetes, and the many unlicensed and unreg-
istered trotting and ‘flapping’ events, unreported in the Racing Calendar or
Ruff ’s Guide, like Hendon or Greenford Park, described by one jockey as ‘great
fun … and I suspect, very crooked’.4

While any form of betting on-course was legal, as was credit-betting off-
course, off-course cash betting was illegal, but popular. Ross McKibbin suggests
that before the Second World War ‘it seems reasonable to conclude that about
four million people bet regularly on horses, and perhaps double that number –
those who liked a “flutter” – less frequently’.5 This figure was only challenged by
football pool betting, where ten million were having a weekly flutter by the late
1930s, and was well ahead of greyhound racing.6 During this period the
amount spent on legal gambling in general tripled, rising from an estimated
£63 million in 1920 to £221 million in 1938, when it was 5 per cent of total
consumer expenditure.7 Racing offered a wide range of betting permutations.
Each meeting offered six or more races in an afternoon. National racing ran
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from Mondays to Saturdays, across varied distances, on highly idiosyncratic flat
and ‘sticks’ courses, offering left or right hand, tight or slow turns, undulations,
and varying going to challenge the most expert gambler.

Geographical distribution of courses

Entertainment and sport were amongst the most powerful of Britain’s civil cul-
tures. Cricket was played and followed throughout the country by all social
classes. Football, ‘the people’s game’ and greatest winter sport, had its profes-
sional heartland in the North and the industrial Midlands, while the South had
a disproportionately high number of recreational sides. If racing was as aristo-
cratic-plutocratic as McKibbin has claimed, one might expect racecourses to be
particularly clustered in the South-east of England, with its higher proportion
of the wealthy. Of the national total employed in sport and entertainment
industries more generally according to the interwar census figures the South-
east had 40.6 per cent in 1921 and this had risen to 42.7 per cent by 1931. In
fact, however, race meetings were well distributed throughout Britain, with sig-
nificant regional variation. In the early 1930s there were twenty-two courses
with flat racing only, sixty-five courses with National Hunt racing only, and
twenty-six courses with both forms of racing. The seven counties of the North,
where flat racing was most popular, had fifteen different flat meetings, with the
majority in Yorkshire, rather than the North-west, which might have been
expected looking at broader patterns of sporting activity. The South-east had
twelve courses close to or easily accessible from London, together with the more
distant Bibury Club course at Salisbury. Scotland had five courses (Irvine’s
Bogside, Hamilton Park, Edinburgh, Ayr and Lanark) but flat racing was not
popular in Wales, which had only Chepstow. 

Of the far more numerous National Hunt courses spread across the country,
only eleven were in northern England, indicating that this form of racing was
less popular here, perhaps because of the winter climate. There were many more
in the South and Midlands. Metropolitan courses attracted London and sub-
urban visitors and were ‘socially rather smart’, while the Midland courses at
Birmingham, Leicester, Worcester and Warwick attracted ‘very fair crowds from
the big industrial centres’. The small country meetings in the South and West of
England attracted ‘mostly country folk, keen on horses, not gambling’.8

Scotland had only three courses (Bogside, Kelso and Perth) yet in Wales, which
in 1932 had five courses (Bangor, Cardiff, Chepstow, Newport and Tenby),
National Hunt racing appeared more popular than flat racing.
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In 1923 there were still at least twelve pony-racing meetings in the South-
west of England, but most of these died out. By the 1930s the Pony Turf Club
controlled two major courses at Portsmouth (founded 1928) and London’s
Northolt Park (founded 1929). Chelmsford left steeplechasing to reopen as a
Club course in 1936, and there were minor courses in the 1930s at Southend,
Worthing, Swansea and Lilleshall. 

Racing was a traditional sport with long-standing roots in local communi-
ties, and many racecourses were of ancient date. Newmarket, Epsom,
Doncaster or Ascot had used their moor or heath courses for hundreds of years.
Courses shut during the First World War slowly came back into use in the first
post-war years. Between 1919 and 1939 some twenty-five, mainly minor,
courses were forced to close at least temporarily, but overall there was little
change in numbers, since some completely new meetings entered, including
Chepstow, laid out in 1926 in a 400-acre park, and the attractive steeplechase
course laid out by former trainer Alfred Day on his Fontwell Park gallops in
1924.

The majority of the larger racecourses were run by the directors of racecourse
and grandstand limited companies. Nottingham, for example, was run by
Nottingham and Colwick Park Racecourse and Sports Company Ltd. Share
ownership varied, but was broadly similar to that of the later nineteenth cen-
tury, and as then was dominated by the middle classes.9 Even at Leicester, where
shares were relatively expensive at £50 each, only approximately 40 per cent
either had titles or had no occupation, implying living on private means.
Another 31 per cent were more clearly middle-class males, including solicitors,
auctioneers and pawnbrokers, a company secretary, steel manufacturer,
butcher, decorator and tobacconist. There were also nine married women, five
widows and an unmarried woman who held shares, and this growing female
share ownership marked a change from the earlier period.10 Epsom was run by
predominantly middle-class members of its Grandstand Association, who were
still buying up the Downs in 1925 to ensure control. 

There were several other forms of ownership. Given the traditional support
for racing right across classes it is perhaps unsurprising that, as in the nineteenth
century, some courses were owned by local corporations, although their actual
management varied. Doncaster and Yarmouth were run by special Corporation
Race Sub-Committees. At Brighton the council granted to the supporting
three-quarters of its members a lease of the ground and buildings for a short
period of years, and they managed it and reported back, a strategy designed to
keep the minority who opposed racing from active interference.11 York and
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Lincoln leased their races to voluntary, unpaid Race Committees, composed
mainly of middle-class private citizens. Chester was leased to a limited com-
pany, at a percentage of gross income, and gained significant revenue from the
races. In 1932 Chester received the equivalent of a two-and-a-half-penny rate.12

Other courses were privately owned by upper-class groups and individuals.
Newmarket was owned by the Jockey Club, Ascot by the Crown, and
Goodwood by the Duke of Richmond. Privately-owned courses increasingly
became incorporated. Lewes, formerly run by solicitors Verrall and Co., became
Lewes Racecourse Company Ltd. in December 1930.13 Epsom’s middle-class-
dominated Grand Stand Association became a limited company in 1932. The
Association of Racecourse Executives (aka Racecourse Association) was formed
in 1920 to look after the interests of all course managements. 

Meetings varied significantly in social status. ‘Royal’ Ascot was a highlight of
the London ‘season’, with Goodwood or York August Meeting not far behind in
attracting the ‘county set’, while many of Newmarket’s meetings were largely for
Jockey Club members and serious racegoers. Races like the Epsom Derby or the
Doncaster St Leger were hugely popular, cross-class occasions, attracting vast
crowds, although the days before or after might be quieter, only for more reg-
ular racegoers. In National Hunt racing the Grand Military Meeting at
Sandown and the Household Brigade Meeting at Hawthorne Hill were particu-
larly high status in terms of those attending. Cheltenham was growing in
national popularity in the interwar years, and in the 1930s the Cheltenham
Gold Cup, based on weight for age, became regarded as the ‘chasers’ Derby’,
attracting fans from across Great Britain and Ireland. The Aintree Grand
National Steeplechase was hugely popular both in terms of numbers attending
and in terms of national betting interest. 

Regular racegoers saw each of the courses as having its own individuality.
Ascot was ‘the aristocrat of English racecourses’, with ‘wonderful paddock and
lawns’. Liverpool was ‘a splendid course, with excellent stands and paddocks’,
Lingfield was ‘lovely’, and Brighton ‘jolly’, but at Lincoln there were ‘never very
many people’ so the ‘rather scanty accommodation is usually adequate’.14

Economic problems of racing:under-use and attendance

The public, and many in racing, failed to realise that beneath its fun-loving
facade, and its rhetoric of modernisation, commercialisation and the triumph
of capitalism, interwar racing was characterised by amateurism, inefficiency and
ineptitude. It was hopelessly uneconomic and unviable at almost all levels, sus-
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tained only by those loyal lovers of racing prepared to give generously of their
time, effort and money. Racing’s costs rose significantly over the period. In the
early 1920s payments for police, gatemen and paddock supervisors rose dra-
matically in response to the moral panic associated with racecourse crime. The
costs of entertainment tax (applied to racing from 1919), advertising, and
income tax schedules A and D rose steadily. Facilities increasingly needed
updating, especially when compared to the far more up-to-date facilities of the
new cinema chains and theatres. They seldom were. 

One reason for such lack of investment was the limited income each meeting
generated. Newmarket had more than twenty days of annual racing but most
flat and National Hunt racecourses were conspicuously under-used. The five
large dual flat and National Hunt courses round London did reasonably well,
each having between twelve and sixteen days’ racing a year. Similar levels of dual
racing also took place at Manchester and Haydock in the North-west, and at
Nottingham, Leicester, Birmingham and Wolverhampton in the Midlands.
Liverpool had just ten days’ racing a year. Many other long-standing flat-racing
courses had four or fewer days’ racing a year. Their facilities usually lay idle the
rest of the time, and some courses, like Epsom, which were only partially
enclosed, could not maximize admission fees. Many National Hunt courses
were even less used, having only one short annual meeting. 

This pattern was very different to racing elsewhere. In France racing took
place more regularly, but at a far smaller number of courses. The Santa Anita
track at Los Angeles was fairly typical of the USA in having fifty-three days’
racing, while in India Calcutta’s Turf Club had twenty-eight days’ racing each
year.15 In 1919 a Jockey Club committee recommended that some courses
should amalgamate, to create more races at fewer courses, with the aim of
reducing overall costs, providing better accommodation, and increasing atten-
dance and revenue. However, little was done as a result. The Jockey Club was
unwilling to incur local and national anger by shutting down courses. Even if
courses were more regularly used, as at Northolt Park, which had fifty-four days’
racing in 1934, the need to find sufficient prize money to attract runners, and to
invest in the course itself, could still make for difficult economics. In 1938
when attendances dropped, prize money was reduced so the number of ponies
in training dropped, then entries to races suffered, making races less attractive, a
vicious circle leading to receivership.

In 1925 37 per cent of flat racecourses, and 65 per cent of National Hunt
courses, only had one or two annual meetings. Meetings lasted from one to four
or more days but the pattern was somewhat different for the two forms of
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racing. The two-day event was the most common in both, although slightly
more common on the flat. But generally about two-fifths of National Hunt
meetings were only of a single day. For some like Bungay this could be their only
meeting. Alexandra Park, a London flat-racing course, had six meetings, each
lasting only one day. This was uncommon on the flat.

Table 1.1 Percentage of British meetings by length of meeting in days, 1921–39

Racing 1 day 2 days 3 days 4 plus 1 day 2 days 3 days 4 plus Total
year Flat Flat Flat Flat N.H. N.H. N.H. N.H. number of

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) meetings

1921 14 64 14 8 39 60 1 0 281

1927 10 69 14 8 45 53 1 1 322

1933 18 64 12 6 43 56 1 1 326

1939 20 61 12 7 47 51 1 1 329

Source: Ruff ’s Guide to the Turf

Attendances at recognised race meetings, despite the infrequency with
which they were held, were still higher than at other ‘national’ sports. At the
great popular festivals at Epsom or Aintree, an estimated 300,000 might be
expected to attend on the big day, although precise figures are difficult to deter-
mine because these courses were not fully enclosed. More money was spent on
going racing too. In 1937–8 expenditure on admissions to racecourses totalled
£3.1 million compared to £2.7 million for professional football matches, and
even less for cricket.16

Peak total national figures for racing attendances were highest in 1919 and
1920, and then dropped, but remained well above pre-1914 levels. While the
majority of crowds were still largely local, railway companies still found it eco-
nomic to lay on special excursion trains from a wide hinterland for ‘racing men’,
while the growing use of cars amongst the wealthier ensured that all courses had
to provide motor parks. British attendances fell steeply between 1925 and
1927, by about 16 per cent according to statistics supplied by the various race-

courses to the Jockey Club at the request of the stewards.17 Flat racecourse
receipts had been £838,764 in 1925 but were only £712,220 in 1927, while
they were even poorer in 1926 thanks to the General Strike. Views differed as to
the causes of this decline, with many arguing that ‘there could be no doubt that
chief among them was the Betting Tax’, although one usually well-informed
contemporary commentator blamed this more on ‘bad times and strikes’.18 By
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1928 the continued decrease in the number of people attending was causing
concern, and in 1929 several courses, including Newmarket and Thirsk,
reduced entrance charges in an unavailing attempt to increase attendance. The
economic difficulties of 1931 saw a further significant drop in attendance, race-
course receipts and prize money, and during the first six months of 1932 atten-
dances at race meetings in Britain were down on the previous year by a further
9.5 per cent.19 By the mid-1930s receipts were rising again, though partly due
to increased charges for grandstand facilities. More modernised London courses
for a while got better crowds, yet still well below the peak years of 1919–21. But
in both London and some other major towns they soon started dropping away
once more, perhaps due to increased competition from the greyhound tracks.
The very full Epsom records, for example, indicate decreases in attendance in
1938 and 1939 compared with the average for 1934–37.20 In the countryside,
by contrast, ‘greatly increased attendances’ were already a feature of National
Hunt racing by early 1938.21

Strikes and other trade disputes from outside the industry, and the broader
economic Depression, all had significant economic effects on some individual
meetings. As early as 1920 an October coal and railwaymen’s strike forced the
abandonment of some meetings. In 1921 another coal strike brought out
railway and transport workers, and the government banned racing as a tempo-
rary measure. In May 1926 courses as far apart as Bath, Haydock and Ripon
were abandoned as a consequence of the General Strike, while at other meetings
attendances and the numbers of horses engaged were reduced. At Epsom, the
building of new grandstands was delayed, and they struggled to finish it in time
for the 1927 Derby. At Ascot in the early 1920s there had been huge house par-
ties, local houses were let at ‘the most astronomical prices’ and there were eleven
luncheon tents organised by the top military regiments, but the 1930s
Depression reduced rents and the numbers of luncheon tents halved, while the
roads surrounding the course were plagued by bands of ex-soldiers and other
beggars.22 Courses in the South generally survived the economic vicissitudes
better. North of England courses were more adversely affected, although
Yorkshire courses, with their long tradition of flat racing, did less badly. In
Scotland, Hamilton Park near Glasgow only reopened in 1926, and even then,
as one investor bitterly complained, was ‘a white elephant’, with poor crowds,
regularly failing to provide a return.23

While flat racecourses had a measure of continuity, the under-capitalised
National Hunt courses, many of which only reopened in the early 1920s, found
conditions less favourable, and a number closed over the period, often selling on
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payboxes, rails or parts of stands.24 The local competition, high costs or the
weather could all be problematical. Banbury Hunt closed because of the com-
peting popularity of local point-to-points. Bournemouth opened in 1925, but
spent £70,000 on its construction, a capital cost it could not recoup, especially
with vociferous local opposition and poor crowds. It shut in 1928. Plymouth
struggled financially through the 1920s, and the floods of 1931 which forced
the meeting’s abandonment were the last straw. Retford closed in 1929 when
the 8th Viscount Galway had to sell off the estate to meet deepening debts.
Cardiff closed in 1937 when its stand burned down. 

Racing was generally conservative and unprepared to innovate. Programmes
changed little over the period, putting the needs of racing insiders above the
general public. A Times writer in 1933 argued that at National Hunt races they
served up a ‘monotonous programme’ week after week, with the same names of
events, same lunch and tea, the same entrance charges. He felt that ‘what was
good enough forty or fifty years ago may possibly not be good enough now’.25

Most writers agreed that for the general public ‘the attractiveness of racing in
England has fallen far behind that in the countries in which it is of more recent
origin’, and that ‘race-course executives . . . have shown little disposition to cater
for the individual man or woman outside the fringe of those directly concerned
with the business of racing’.26 Entrance costs were high, and accommodation
for the general public, especially women, was poor. Most courses were unpre-
pared to change the pricing, type of race or prize money to bring more people
into racing.

Although shareholders in some of the major meetings certainly expected to
receive a dividend, the moderate rates of return even here suggest that most
investors were motivated as much by love of racing and a desire to ensure their
meeting’s survival as by cash. They were thus seen, in economic terms, as utility
more than profit maximisers.27 This was particularly so in many of the smaller,
one- or two-day annual National Hunt meetings, where most race committees
gave their services free, and which relied partly on subscriptions. At Cartmel,
for example, all the profits went back into racing or charity.28

Races,prize money and horses involved

Each day of a meeting had 5, 6 or more races and in 1934, a fairly typical year,
there were over 8,000 National Hunt races on 91 courses and somewhat more
flat races on the 48 higher-status flat-racing courses. In 1934 there were 269
days’ racing on the 22 courses with flat racing only, 166 days’ racing on the 26
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courses with both forms, and 151 days’ racing on the 65 courses with National
Hunt racing only.29

Total prize money in British flat racing first exceeded £500,000 in 1898, and
peaked in 1913 at £573,498, but it reached a new and much higher peak in
1920, totalling £704,564, before beginning a temporary drop.30 By 1930 it had
risen to £823,770 in England, Scotland and Ireland and then fell steadily
through the next few years to £726,603 in 1934 before rising again.31 English
races always dominated, and in 1937 the value of prize money to winners on the
flat amounted to £730,282 in England, £39,789 in Ireland, and £27,844 in
Scotland. It was unevenly distributed, and highest in major weight-for-age races
like the Ascot Gold Cup (where a sliding scale ensured older, usually stronger
horses carried more weight than younger ones), and in the classic sweepstake
races for three-year-olds, like the One Thousand Guineas or the St Leger. Such
races were run at the more prestigious courses and owners contributed nearly all
the prize money. Handicaps, races where a handicapper allocated weights differ-
entially to horses depending on their age and previous form to help equalise
their chances, had lower prize money. Even the bigger handicaps had prizes of
only between £1,000 and £2,000 in the later 1930s. 

Prize money in National Hunt racing was even less. In 1929/30, for
example, the only major prize was the Grand National, which earned the
winner £9,800. In general steeplechasing was over-dependent for its reputation
on this race, which drew huge entries, including some poor-quality horses who
could not jump Aintree’s demanding fences. The next five highest prizes were
from £2,000 to £1,000, and the sport’s small rural meetings generally had very
low prize money. A sample of balance sheets suggests that middling National
Hunt races mostly had prize money between £100 and £150, of which entrance
stakes contributed about half. Small meetings usually had least prize money,
were rarely well organised, and had a significant proportion of results which
could seem suspicious to well-informed onlookers. Point-to-point prize money
could not exceed £20 in cash, in order to keep the sport essentially amateur, and
professional jockeys, and thoroughbred horses which had been trained, were
banned. In 1935 total prize money at the three leading pony courses amounted
to £43,470 spread over eighty-one meetings. Pony races at Northolt Park had
the highest prize money with a £1,050 Northolt Derby and seven others of
£500 or more, but most prizes were less than £100.

In Britain racing was very costly for owners compared to France, the USA or
the rest of the world, where prize money was mainly offered by course execu-
tives. Sir Abe Bailey claimed that in South Africa it cost an owner only £1 to race
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for a stake of over £400.32 In Britain owners largely raced for their own money,
contributed through entry subscriptions and forfeits, with course executives
providing very limited added money. The leading 1929 flat race for two-year-
olds, the National Breeders’ Produce Stakes at Sandown Park, offered over
£6,000, but £5,000 came from owners. The Derby, for the top three-year-olds,
offered the winner over £9,000, but owners contributed over £6,000. The
leading weight-for-age race, the Sandown Park Eclipse Stakes, offered over
£9,000 to the winner, with more than £2,000 in further prizes, yet only £1,500
was from the race fund. 

The long-term trend of flat-race runner numbers was rising over the
interwar years, although the difficulties of the early 1930s very temporarily cut
back total runner numbers.

Table 1.2 Numbers of horses racing at different ages, 1919–37

Year 2-year-olds 3-year-olds 4-year-olds 5 and above Total

1919 1,293 816 457 703 3,269

1924 1,561 1,191 709 1,125 4,586

1929 1,562 1,295 752 993 4,602

1934 1,619 1,194 764 983 4,560

1937 1,740 1,323 769 1,163 4,995

Source: Ruff ’s Guide to the Turf

In racing’s early history most races had been for older horses, but the
interwar years continued the trend towards increased opportunities for the
racing of two- and three-year-olds: 60 per cent in 1924, 62 per cent in 1929 and
62 per cent in 1934.33 Associated with the increased opportunities for two-year-
olds were the changes in racing to incorporate more sprints of under a mile,
while older horses, with more stamina, ran the longer-distance races. In 1936,
for example, when there were 606 races in Britain and Ireland for two-year-olds,
499 were run over the shortest distance (5 and under 6 furlongs), and only 16 of
the races were at a mile and over. The number of races for older horses was drop-

ping, partially because owners of successful horses were keener to put them to
stud while they were still successful, so it became increasingly uncommon for
classic winners to race as four-year-olds. 

Races included not just sweepstakes, weight-for-age races and handicaps,
but also selling races where the winner had to be offered for sale, although the
latter two sometimes overlapped. In 1937 there were 335 selling races for
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three-year-olds and upwards, of which 240 were handicaps. Even for the
younger two-year-olds there were 229 selling races. These gave owners oppor-
tunities for racing and selling on poorer horses. 

The racing labour force

Although without the horses there would be no racing, racing was an industry
very dependent on people. But establishing a soundly-based impression of the
real numbers involved is difficult. Published lists of owners, for example, cannot
be relied upon, since some owners were no longer racing. In national census fig-
ures, grooms working in racing stables or in studs but residing elsewhere would
often be allocated to other industrial categories. Many people involved in
racing, from breeders to gatemen at meetings, who worked only in a part-time
capacity, were also not categorised. The census figures therefore only provide
minimal estimates of racing occupations. In England and Wales in 1921 there
were 4,377 males and 108 females employed in racecourses and racing stables,
with this being 0.04 per cent of the occupied population. In 1931 there were
5,336 males and 93 females, still 0.04 per cent of the occupied population. In
Scotland there were only 93 males and 2 females in 1921, or 0.01 per cent of the
total occupied population. In 1931 there were 177 males and 1 female, also
0.01 per cent. This implies that racing was less popular in Scotland than further
south. 

Some data on the numbers of breeders, owners, jockeys and those involved in
the training of racehorses are collectable, however, and are dealt with in subse-
quent chapters. The main background data given here, therefore, are on the var-
ious occupations associated with the courses themselves. For each course a clerk
of the course handled the business side, the drawing up of the programme, its
conditions, advertising, entries and forfeits, engaging of officials, and policing
the meeting. Clerks were key employees, and their abilities were crucial, helping
to determine the eventual number of runners, the attendance and the course
ethos. William Bell’s takeover of the clerkship of Gosforth Park in 1932, for
example, made it seem better managed, and those connected with racing were
made to feel welcomed, appreciated and cared for.34 The clerk of the course was
appointed and paid by the meeting executive, an appointment which formally
had to be ratified by the stewards. Some clerks ran several courses as a result. W. E.
Bushby, who had started as an office-boy at Hurst Park racecourse, was later clerk
at up to nine courses, and left an estate of £40,900 on his death in 1933.35 The
clerk of a single-day National Hunt meeting could earn about £50.
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The day-to-day running of various racecourses was in the hands of secre-
taries, who sometimes ran several courses. In 1921, for example, Messrs
Weatherby, who held stakes and ran Newmarket for the Jockey Club, also acted
as secretaries at Ascot, Bath, Bibury, Epsom, Brighton and Goodwood. Messrs
Pratt and Co. ran four southern courses, and J. W. Ford three in the Midlands.
The secretaries of small National Hunt courses seem to have earned about
£100, the secretaries of larger flat races proportionately more. 

A number of officials, including in order of importance the judge, handi-
capper, starter, clerk of the scales and veterinary surgeon, fulfilled the other
major functions at the meetings. These had to find their own work, although
they were licensed by the ruling organisations of racing, the Jockey Club and
NHC, and were appointed separately by each course. After 1936 they were
appointed by the Jockey Club, and paid from the contributions paid by race-
courses to the Race Course Officials Fund. Major courses contributed £110 for
each day’s racing to this; minor ones £90 a day. The Jockey Club stewards now
appointed handicappers to specific courses, and the NHC followed this some
years later, with one of the eight handicappers being an assistant, engaged in
learning the skills. Fees in the 1920s for a handicapper at ‘glorious’ Goodwood
could be as much as £130 for a single meeting, but were about £40 for a more
ordinary two-day flat meeting and over £30 for a two-day steeplechase meeting,
and they rose somewhat in the 1930s.36 The handicapper at a smaller Hunt
meeting might get 10 guineas a day. Thomas Dawkins, who was handicapper to
the Jockey Club from 1912 to 1931, and then became concerned with race-
course management, left an estate of £30,674.37 Although numbers varied
somewhat it is clear that both racing organisations limited the number of
licences for particular posts. 

Table 1.3 Numbers of officials licensed by the Jockey Club and NHC, 1921–38

1921 flat 1938 flat 1921 N.H. 1938 N.H.

Clerk of the course 26 29 49 41

Handicapper 8 8 10 8

Stakeholders – – 24 26

Clerk of the scales 12 9 25 27

Starters 9 5 15 21

Judges 7 5 16 17

Source: Ruff ’s Guide to the Turf
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The table above somewhat exaggerates the numbers involved. Some officials,
especially clerks, fulfilled several roles simultaneously at one meeting, or had
different functions at different meetings to maximise their income. Throughout
the period, for example, S. B. Ford was qualified as clerk of the course, clerk of
the scales and judge at both flat and National Hunt meetings, and stakeholder
at National Hunt meetings.

Minor employees included full-time licensed gatekeepers who travelled
from meeting to meeting, controlling turnstile entry to the owners’ and trainers’
stand, the weighing room, the horse gate or the paddock. There were also spe-
cialist plain-clothes racecourse police, watching for welching bookmakers or
well-known criminals. Courses required some full- but mostly part-time staff.
Epsom maintained a between-meetings staff of around fifteen, but on Derby
Day employed almost one thousand people. Because there were few full-time
workers, their salaries were a relatively small percentage (c. 5–10 per cent) of
race-meeting expenditure. The 1921 census identified 1,369 full-time course
staff in Britain, but this number would be extended by a wide range of part-time
workers, including jockeys’ valets, veterinary staff, number-board telegraphers,
stewards’ secretaries, declarations officials, local gatemen, checkers, attendants,
catering staff, police, programme sellers, and many others. In terms of cost to
the proprietors of smaller courses, officials’ salaries were the main item of expen-
diture, followed by the costs of gatemen, police and detectives. For larger
courses this was reversed. Specialised full-time racing journalists followed the
meetings and commented on the sport for both the specialist racing press and
the national newspapers. 

Control and administration of national racing

De facto control was in the hands of formally-separated self-elected bodies, who
tried both to maintain the good name of racing and to protect the welfare of the
British thoroughbred. The senior and most high-status body was the Jockey
Club, founded c.1750, which from the later nineteenth century controlled all
the top flat racing events. This long period of power aided the acceptance of its
role. The NHC, founded in 1866, controlled steeplechases and hurdle races,
and had a watching brief over the Master of Foxhounds Point-to-Point
Committee (whose Association was founded in 1913). The Pony Turf Club
controlled races for ponies which were no more than 15 hands and 2 inches
high. As the youngest and most junior member it tried to ensure that meetings
did not clash with Jockey Club dates, and generally its rulers felt that they had a
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sympathetic working relationship.38 The two senior authorities were respon-
sible for rule-making, the agreeing of fixture dates, and overall control of recog-
nised British courses. 

Messrs. Weatherby, the private publishing and financial firm, provided a sec-
retariat and day-to-day administrative services for the Jockey Club and NHC,
publishing the General Stud Book every four years, acting as general stake-
holders, collecting and distributing prize money, entry fees and forfeits, and
managing riding fees for jockeys and similar disbursements. They also pub-
lished the Club’s official weekly sheet newspaper, the Racing Calendar, which
was a communique of rule changes, results and entries for owners, trainers and
officials. To a large extent Weatherby’s was the real power behind the racing
throne. As a turf civil service, they provided continuity, especially given their
knowledge and experience of racing people, racing practice and racing law,
helping to guide the stewards and enable them to carry out their wishes more
effectively. 

The Club and Committee had power to ‘warn off ’ and exclude wrongdoers
from all the courses they controlled. The various racing bodies cooperated,
acted on information from Tattersall’s Committee (which oversaw British bet-
ting), and also tried to ensure that sentences passed by foreign turf authorities
also applied in Britain. They had the power to regulate the conduct of officials
and others such as owners, jockeys or trainers involved in British racing.
However, this was a power only reluctantly and often belatedly exercised. The
Jockey Club, for example, was well known to be less harsh than authorities
abroad. As one turf insider explained, ‘The Turf is essentially a sport where one
lives and lets live. I’ve known many a slippery customer enjoy a run that
wouldn’t be permitted in say Australia’.39 Even a journalist defender of its ‘con-
servative’, ‘high-tone’ rule in the face of ‘agitation growing up’, admitted that it
did not ‘smell out abuses’.40

Membership of both authorities was by ballot, all-male, almost entirely
middle-aged or older, and generally very conservative in attitude, a benevolent
autocracy. The Jockey Club membership, some fifty or sixty, was dominated by
the exclusive, wealthy, aristocratic and landed gentry groups. About three-quar-

ters of the elected membership usually possessed titles, and most others held
military rank. They were closely linked with the political and social establish-
ment, and were usually extremely wealthy. Probate inventories show that of
those members of the Club who died between 1930 and 1939, almost all left
over £100,000, and many over £1,000,0000. A significant proportion of the
membership was relatively inactive. Sir Waldie Griffith, a member of the Club
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since 1897, ceased racing from 1914 when his coalmines in Bohemia were
taken over, and on his death left only £1,495. Captain Homfray, who ‘never had
a horse of merit’, seemed content with the ‘moderate performers that came his
way’. Lord Abergavenny, who registered his colours in 1927, and became a
member of the Club in 1933, only raced ‘on a modest scale’.41 The elitist social
distance and intolerance of pre-war years was changed only slowly. Even the
Jockey Club historian Roger Mortimer, writing of the first decades of the twen-
tieth century, suggested that ‘it needed no particular brilliance to shine in the
Jockey Club’, which was characterised by ‘an elderly, staid aloofness’.42 After the
war a few older, wealthier and socially-accepted businessmen and merchants
managed to secure election, usually well after being knighted. Wray Vamplew
rightly sees these occasional aberrations as ‘only minor chinks in the otherwise
impenetrable armour of the Club, only slight exceptions to the age-old pre-
scribed channels for its recruits’.43 The shipping magnate Lord Glanley
(1868–1942), for example, was only elected in 1929 after twenty years of high-
spending turf involvement. Sir John Rutherford (1854–1932), the Blackburn
brewer, was elected in 1924, after being in racing since 1896. The well-
respected trainer Fred Withington was unique in being elected to both the
Jockey Club and the NHC in late middle age (in 1931). The son of a parson, he
had ridden as an amateur, began training in 1899, and had retired in 1930. 

As Paull Khan has demonstrated, for most members the Club’s function was
social, not administrative.44 It was a social club for the aristocratic, the autocratic
and the intransigent. The senior supervisor of racecourses between the wars,
William Bebbington, claimed that the Club was ‘very conservative in its ideas’,
and when they introduced anything new, ‘the older members seemed thoroughly
ashamed of themselves’.45 They distanced themselves from and thoroughly dis-
liked the press. Two stories told by ‘Robin Goodfellow’ of the Mail illustrate their
attitude. When the press began to report criminality on London courses in the
early 1920s the Club were unhappy at the adverse comments, so when he
reported a Newmarket racecourse robbery the stewards, including Lord
Lonsdale, were ‘inclined to discredit’ his story and treated him ‘like a court-mar-
tial’. When the stewards invited the press to a luncheon to celebrate the new

Newmarket stands in 1935, Club members dined at a separate table.46

Club members were sensitive to attacks, and intensely disliked what Lord
Londonderry, in a 1920 York Gimcrack speech, called the ‘baseless criticism’ he
felt was ‘so often levelled’ at the Club.47 When the northern journalist and
racing judge Jack Fairfax-Blakeborough wrote a novel, Warned Off, published in
1934, which criticised the indefinite period of ‘warning off ’ meted out to
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offenders, his judge’s licence was not renewed and he found himself for a while
under the ‘pained displeasure’ of the Club. He felt that the inertia of the ‘Racing
Top Table’ meant that necessary reforms never got off the ground or were
delayed.48

Yet Lord Derby claimed in 1937 that ‘the Jockey Club has never stood
higher in the opinion of the racing public’.49 The racing press was generally sup-
portive. Many commentators, like the journalist Sidney Galtry, were ‘deeply
impressed by the loyalty of the Press to the Jockey Club’, claiming it had been
‘unswerving’.50 In part this may have been because much of the racing press
came from middle-class backgrounds, often having been educated at public
school, was conservative in outlook and steeped in conventional racing atti-
tudes from childhood so there was much common ground. In part too it was
because much press information was based on ties of sociability and access and
both could be withdrawn by the Club. 

The NHC was only slightly less exclusive. Of the forty-four elected to it
between the wars thirty-one had titles, including the Dukes of York, Gloucester,
Norfolk and Windsor, and Earls of Cadogan, Derby, Gowrie, Haddington,
Harewood, Londesborough, Rosebery and Sefton. Eighteen held military rank.
Usually over 20 per cent of its members were also members of the Jockey Club.
Membership was relatively old. Lord Coventry, who had been a founder
member in 1866, continued to serve until his death in 1930. Amongst men of
ability there were Lord Gowrie, a very able administrator, and Brigadier-
General Ferdinand Stanley, who invented the criteria for Bona-Fide Hunt or
Military Meetings. The Pony Turf Club stewards, including the Earl of
Harewood, Sir William Bass, Sir Delves Broughton and the Earl of Carnarvon,
were of similar background, but rarely actually visited the pony races. 

By the interwar years both major authorities provided a generally acceptable
racing autocracy. Tradition was important to most racing people and they were
seen as part of racing’s unbroken continuity. Unfortunately ‘a break with tradi-
tion’ was often an argument against the desirability of change.51 They were
highly unrepresentative, reactionary and exclusive, but were looked up to
socially, and put money into the sport rather than taking it out. They relied
heavily on the persistence of deference amongst other social groups, and hierar-
chical claims of birth and status. Their services were provided without fee or
expenses, and, generally carrying out their work with urbane dignity, they were
never likely to cause waves within racing by introducing sudden and major
innovation. There was a predilection to leave things as they had ‘always’ been, to
exercise power with extreme circumspection. Their unrepresentative nature was
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a common complaint but was made largely as a matter of form. Certainly a
Times call for a more representative body of owners, breeders, course executives,
trainers, bookmakers and the press to be formed, running alongside the Jockey
Club, but presided over by one of its stewards, received little or no support. 

The three organisations licensed racecourses, officials, jockeys and trainers,
and could withdraw this at any time. This threat, although very seldom exer-
cised, was the real basis of their continued control. This was consolidated in the
Jockey Club ownership of the 3,500 acres of gallops, course and farmland at
Newmarket, the main racing, breeding and training centre. At ‘exclusive’
Newmarket, the Club did not allow bookmakers’ or professional backers’ horses
to be trained.52 Furthermore, some Jockey Club and NHC members were
always amongst the leading owners and breeders so they exercised a hidden eco-
nomic power over other racing insiders. Their views, opinions and approval
directly impinged on all those they employed, while more indirectly, their
refusal to send horses to a meeting could have a major effect on entries.

Actual power rested with a small group within each organisation. In the
Jockey Club, the three stewards, elected for three years at a time, provided lead-
ership, and usually had more racing knowledge, understanding and experience.
Their social background, reputation and wealth within the London ‘establish-
ment’, and their influence, tact and wide-ranging social contacts all helped their
exercise of power. Some had government experience. Most writers agreed that
the stewards carried out their duties with great integrity and their motives were
rarely questioned. The racing historian Bland, for example, praised their
‘wisdom and ingenuity’ and their ability to conduct ‘negotiations of a
supremely delicate character’ with governments.53 The owner Sir John Jarvis
described them as ‘a benevolent autocracy we could trust’.54 Stewards settled
racing disputes and appeals, and could withdraw or refuse licences, all without
explanation. Disciplinary meetings were held in secret, with no press present
and very little opportunity to appeal, except to the courts of Britain, giving rise
to occasional suggestions of parallels with the Star Chamber. Any warning off
could be without time limit. So while the press were usually supportive there
were occasions when the stewards’ sometimes high-handed and arbitrary

actions seemed unfair. 
One example was the case of a young Sussex trainer, Charles Chapman, who

won a Kempton race with the horse Don Pat in August 1930. A dope test showed
positive, and though the Jockey Club stewards, on examining the evidence,
accepted that the trainer was not involved, he was warned off and his licence
revoked, on the grounds that he was responsible for the horse’s care. Chapman
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issued writs against the Club and Weatherby’s when a phrase in the subsequent
Racing Calendar implied he had been a party to the doping, and was initially
awarded damages by a sympathetic jury. Eventually the Court of Appeal ruled
that both were protected by privilege. This further buttressed the Club’s
authority though it did little for the reputation of racing.55 Indeed since even
innocent trainers could be blamed for any doping carried out by others, either to
speed a horse up or stop it, it simply made it less likely that doping would be inves-
tigated. The following year Cameronian, the St Leger favourite, finished last,
showing a high temperature and strange running behaviour. But his trainer Fred
Darling was forced to claim there was no suspicion of foul play to save his licence,
and the race stewards declined to ask for a routine test to avoid trouble. 

Racing’s ruling authorities enjoyed power and status, but were reactive, not
proactive, in managing change. Even Lord Hamilton, one of the more imagina-
tive and innovative stewards, preferred to wait until there had been a ‘crystallisa-
tion of views’ whenever the Club was divided.56 So change was at the pace of the
slower, more conservative members. Doping, like the problems of racecourse
crime, the introduction of the Totalisator (see p. 36), and the issue of stipen-
diary stewards, took years of discussion before action was taken. Despite regular
calls for stipendiary stewards to provide assistance to the sometimes inexperi-
enced and ill-informed elected local stewards at each meeting, it was only dis-
cussed by the Jockey Club in 1931. It then took a further four years before in
1935 the Club passed a scheme, and even then not for paid stewards, but for the
appointment of cheaper, lower-status stewards’ secretaries, to assist and guide
the stewards acting at each course. Stipendiary stewards were first introduced by
the more innovative Pony Club. When the NHC thought better control over
point-to-points might be needed, desultory discussion took place over the early
1930s, and then there was a period of consultation from January to March 1934
to see if there was consensus, with individual clubs passing resolutions, before
the creation of a Joint Advisory Committee. This put point-to-points under the
jurisdiction of the NHC, and finally provided a clear definition of professionals:
‘paid servants in any capacity in private, hunting, livery, or horse-dealers’ sta-
bles’ or who had ‘received payment directly or indirectly for riding in a race’ to
ensure continued amateur dominance.57

The racing authorities cared little for the interests, comfort and convenience
of ordinary racegoers. One critic questioned if the Jockey Club ‘represented
anyone apart from its own members’.58 The ruling bodies had their own special
stands at major race meetings, with associated rooms and dining facilities, so
they had little sense of the low level of ordinary facilities. Progress was extremely
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slow, largely because action was left to the enterprise of individual course execu-
tives, and it was well known that facilities in Britain lagged well behind those in
other countries. Even though the profits from the Tote were meant to benefit
racing, they were often used to raise prize money rather than fund specific
improvements.

Racing and the betting industry

By the post-war period the currents and counter-currents of betting support
and opposition were highly complex, but attitudes to betting in general were
becoming more equivocal, and social opposition was weakening. The laws
about betting were confused and confusing, incorporating statute law, judge-
made law and municipal by-laws. Betting on the racecourse or on credit was
legal, so the better-off could bet freely. Cash off-course betting was illegal but
many communities did not see it as a crime or morally wrong. Yet
‘Establishment’ worries and ‘respectable’ opposition made changes difficult.
The dominant political policy basis was that governments should not be seen to
condone or sanction gambling, although the state was moving from prohibition
towards an acceptance of the necessity for administrative regulation. By the
1930s it was widely accepted that prohibition of cash betting and street book-
makers was unworkable. 

Yet different governments and different departments of state held differing
views. The progress towards such realisation was slow and winding, as experts
on the history of betting make clear.59 Within Parliament some were strongly
anti-betting, some simply did not want to make betting easier, some preferred
to maintain the status quo. Some MPs viewed racing more positively and had
fewer concerns about betting. The opinion that betting in moderation within
one’s means was simply a leisure amusement was also taken more seriously.
Sheltered from the realities of the problems that the police faced, many depart-
ments and parliamentarians naively believed that the police efforts enjoyed
public support. Home Office officials supported the state orthodoxy of prohibi-
tion, believing decriminalisation would increase the amount of betting.
Meanwhile, other sections of the state were beginning to articulate opposition
to this view. The Post Office generated huge revenues from both legal and illegal
betting traffic by post, telegraph and phone. Financial pressures and growing
unemployment meant that the Department of Customs and Excise and the
Treasury were considering betting taxation to help balance the budget.60 The
police were well aware that the 1906 Act was unworkable.
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In the early 1920s chancellors began exploring the practicality of a betting
tax, and in 1923 the Conservative government established a House of
Commons Select Committee on Betting Duty to investigate its desirability and
practicability. Its findings were somewhat inconclusive where desirability was
concerned, and endorsed the traditional opposition to street betting. It saw the
existing anti-gambling laws as confused, class discriminatory and responsible
for widespread public resentment. But it treated seriously the possibility of
raising revenue from credit and on-course betting, and suggested that a betting
tax was ‘practicable’. 

Although the following Labour administration, party and trade unions had
stronger anti-gambling views and felt that betting duty was against the public
interest, Baldwin’s return to power in November 1924 put betting taxation back
on the political agenda. In 1926 a law to tax legal forms of betting and license all
bookmakers was introduced. The proposals were clumsy, ill thought out and
impractical, targeting only bets made on a racecourse or with a credit book-
maker. A duty of 2.5 per cent of the stake was levied on course and 3.5 per cent
off course. The bookmaker was expected to recover it, and had to pay a £10
annual licensing fee. Initially the course bookmakers staged a strike at Windsor
on 1st November 1926, and then formed a Betting Duty Reform Association.
Punters resented paying the extra tax. It worked well on racecourses, being easy
to collect and check, and reasonably well with credit bookmakers – Ladbrokes
supplied about one twenty-eight of the entire revenue. It was ignored by the vast
majority of illegal cash bookmakers. The figures of the Racecourse Betting
Control Board (hereafter RBCB) for 1927/8 show £36.75 million was bet on
course and £48.75 million off course. Because illegal street bookmakers were
not taxed, legal bookmakers began ‘laundering’ money into illegal transactions,
and following a High Court judgment in 1927 the Customs and Excise began
taxing illegal bookmakers. Bookmakers, who were increasingly well organised
politically, began lending support to Labour anti-gambling candidates, who
had promised to repeal the tax, at by-elections, forcing the government to drop
duties to 1 per cent on course and 2 per cent off course. In 1929 the incoming
Labour government finally abolished the tax, removing the bookmakers’ licence
certificate charge in 1930. This failure reduced parliamentary interest in legal-
ising off-course cash betting, though the Home Office began to accept that
legalisation was inevitable.61

Mixed views on betting extended to the purchase of sweepstakes, which was,
with only a few exceptions, also illegal. The Post Office tried to stop postal pur-
chases, and there was particular alarm in the 1930s when the Irish Hospital
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Sweepstake became popular. It was large, foreign and resented by some British
parliamentarians because British money benefited the new Irish Republic.
Others saw the example more positively and wanted to set up an on-going
Lottery Commission to administer three or four big lotteries to help fund
public works schemes. 

To resolve the issue a further Royal Commission on Lotteries and Betting
was set up in 1932. But again the Commission’s conclusions were ill thought
through, and the government did not respond. The issues were complex and
contentious, other aspects of betting such as the increasingly popular football
pools and greyhound racing were also involved, whilst ritual police action
through regular, often prearranged arrests maintained ‘effective’ crime figures.
Widespread betting continued as before. Even so, the report was significant in
placing the issue on the political agenda. Legislation was introduced to deal
with the Irish Sweepstakes Lottery. In 1934 the Betting and Lotteries Act
allowed small lotteries but prohibited the purchase of foreign lottery tickets, the
advertising of a foreign lottery or the sending of such tickets through the post.
Sales were reduced as a consequence.

Racing did not benefit directly from betting in Britain, where betting was
with bookmakers, who made their profit by offering carefully-chosen odds on
all horses. In several other countries a system was used which acted as stake-
holder for all bets and paid out after the race to winning backers in proportion
to the sum backed, retaining a fixed percentage as remuneration and ensuring
that a proportion of revenue was ploughed back to aid racing. In France this was
the ‘pari-mutuel’, in New Zealand, India and elsewhere it was the ‘Totalisator’
or ‘Tote’. In most such countries bookmakers were banned or restricted. In
Britain, with its emphasis on tradition, there was no political will to introduce
this. The on-course and credit bookmakers were able to exercise significant
political opposition. The Jockey Club had tentatively approached some owners
and trainers during the First World War, but subsequently did nothing. 

The situation changed when the tax on betting, and the General Strike of
1926, reduced attendances. In 1927 the Jockey Club set up a committee, with
NHC and National Coursing Club representation, to consider ‘how betting
might best be made to contribute to the maintenance of sport’. It recom-
mended the Tote’s introduction. In 1928 the Club arranged to draft a Private
Members’ Racecourse Betting Bill and found MP sponsors. The government
was sufficiently supportive to allow a free vote. As first proposed it would have
left the Tote’s racing administration, operation and cash in the hands of the
Jockey Club and NHC. Anti-betting MPs allied with alarmed bookmaker lob-
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byists to have the proposals watered down. The RBCB, responsible directly to
Parliament, to whom its accounts were annually presented, was created to
operate the Tote. Its chairman and four members represented various govern-
ment departments. The Jockey Club had three seats, the NHC two, while the
Racecourse Association and Tattersalls, who managed betting disputes, had one
each. Racecourses, the Jockey Club and the NHC were not allowed to operate
their own totes as this was seen as a potential conflict of interest. The new Tote
was restricted in its operations to racecourses. From money paid to winners,
there were deductions for taxation, running costs, and a putative profit devoted
to horse-racing, the improvement of horse breeding, and veterinary science and
education. Table 1.4 illustrates the grants made to racing by the RBCB in 1936. 

Table 1.4 RBCB grants made to racing, 1936

Nature of Grant Amount in £

Owners of racecourses 72,460

Racing authorities 11,500

Premiums for light horse breeding – thoroughbred stallions 6,000

Promoters of point-to-point and hunt meetings 5,458

Fund to assist reduction of admission charges 5,000

Assistance towards cost of transporting horses to Scottish meetings 3,546

Veterinary science 3,500

Heavy horse breeding 1,000

Pony breeding 300

Source: RBCB annual report

The Tote was unattractive to large betters who preferred the bookmaker’s
publicly-offered odds. It attracted less than 5 per cent of the betting market,
appealing mainly to small punters, especially women, and to backers of longer-
priced potential winners, where it offered better odds. The few meetings at each
course made it difficult to operate profitably. The staff had constantly to move
between racecourses, since individual racecourses could not maintain separate
staffs. Some Totes were machine-worked, others were worked manually. 

Excessive expenditure and over-estimated revenue ensured that its early
operations were unsuccessful, though Tote turnover increased year on year,
from £534,000 in 1929, to £4 million in 1932 and over £7 million by 1936. It
was only in 1934, when 150 permanent travelling staff were being employed,
that all racecourses offered a Tote service. Indeed the Tote was operated at the
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Doncaster St Leger meeting for the first time that year. Although it achieved a
limited surplus in 1933, and raised £178,000 profit in 1938, it was unable to
compete with bookmakers on equal terms.62 A specialised company, Tote
Investors Ltd, set up a credit service to allow clients to bet in London and
transfer their bets to the relevant course Tote. By 1939 it had branches in over
seventy larger provincial British towns.

Betting divided Britain, so it was perhaps unsurprising that its investigation
by both a parliamentary Select Committee in 1923 and a Royal Commission in
1932/3 ended inconclusively. But in doing nothing, governments of whatever
political persuasion lagged behind a significant proportion of popular opinion.
Indeed, increased interest in betting sometimes boosted attendances at meetings.
When the Irish Hospital Sweepstake used the Manchester November Handicap
as its betting medium the Bloodstock Breeders’ Review claimed it had ‘given racing
a wonderful advertisement’ and ‘enormously increased’ gate money at
Manchester.63 The complex inter-relationships between the presentations of
racing and betting in the media, and the ambiguous, complicated and highly
nuanced ways in which attitudes to betting on races varied socially, culturally and
politically in British society are the subject of the next three chapters. 
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